
Candle Lighting and Shabbos 5.48pm

Šleand in iptnŠ (Perek 7 Pasuk 7)

Avi Barr - Based on Reb Shimshon Pincus (Tiferes Shimshon)

Rashi explains that Noach is classed as a Ketanei Emuna – someone

lacking in faith in Hashem, to the extent that [even when the rain was

falling] he did not believe that the Mabul really would happen until

Hashem had to push him into the Teiva.

At first glance this Rashi seems incredible. How could Noach,

having been given a 'world exclusive' directly by Hashem and then

spending 120 years building a Teiva, not believe that the Mabul

would actually occur?

Reb Shimshon Pincus explains that Noach lacked the ability to

internalise the destruction and outward desolation that the threat of

the Mabul embodied. Noach certainly recognised Hashem and

was capable of intellectualising Hashem as an All-Merciful God but

the next level of emuna – understanding the Awesomeness of

Hashem was beyond him. Noach allowed himself to believe that

there would be a happy ending not a disaster. This approach
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contrasts very vividly with Mordechai at the time of the Purim story.

When Mordechai heard of the impending threat to the very

existence of the Jewish People there was no complacency. Instead

Mordechai beseeched his fellow Jews to entreat Hashem for mercy

– leading by example by donning sackcloth, notwithstanding his

elevated status. That is the way to deal with impending doom. As

such, although the Mabul was brought about as a result of the

spiritual and moral lacuna of Noach's era, the flood is known as Mei

Noach because had Noach taken the threat seriously he may have

been able singlehandedly to avert it.

Noach's challenge was not limited to Noach. It is a challenge every

one of us faces, says Reb Shimshon Pincus. Midas Hadin is a very

hard concept for us to intellectualise. How much easier do we find

it to see the Yad Hashem in a miraculous escape from an aircrash

compared to the acceptance of Hashem's role in tragedies (Chas

Veshalom)?

An appreciation that when we make decision which go against the

Ratzon Hashem can impact on us negatively links directly into the

concept of Bechira. We often talk about Bechira – choice. Bechira

is not a word which describes making the choice about the

immediate dilemma in front of us. It is not the choice of tea or

coffee. Each mini decision is a life choice; a choice between the

right path or the wrong path. It is comparable to a determined

dieter who sees a delectable chocolate biscuit. He can choose to

ignore it and continue with his regime which he has worked hard to

maintain. Or he can eat the biscuit and the chances are that one will

become two and a biscuit will become a cake and so on (I know –

I've been there!).

The differences between the right and wrong paths can be subtle.

Rabbi Stefansky told a lovely story recently of a time when the

Chafetz Chaim was thrown into jail on some trumped up charge. To

his chagrin he found himself incarcerated in a cell with the local
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Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Mark Shapiro on the occasion of

Naftoli’s Bar Mitzva this Shabbos.

Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Nissim Hassan on the birth of a son,

the Sholom Zochor takes place at 6 Moorside Road from

8.00pm.

Seuda Shlishis Season Starts

Newsletter Divrei Torah

Children’s Shabbos Group Recuitment

Our Seuda Shlishis season restarts this Shabbos after the

second Minyan for Mincha. Please note the second Mincha

takes place an hour and twenty minutes before Motzei

Shabbos.

The first Seuda Shlishis is sponsored by the Rov for the Daf

Hayomi Siyum on Meseches Brochos which will take place at

the Seuda Shlishis.

If anyone would like to speak at a Seuda Shlishis (5 minutes

or so), please contact Mark Duman.

We’re rapidly running out of Divrei Torah for the newsletter.

We invite all members of the Kehilla to contact Yitzchok

Steinhaus and book in a week!

The Shul is looking for two girls to volunteer to take the

Children’s Shabbos group. The group takes place every two

weeks and lasts for about 45 minutes. If you are interested,

please contact Dov and Chizky.
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gangster – whose only saving grace was that he was Jewish as well.

After a few minutes of uneasy silence the Chafetz Chaim asked the

fellow about a 'shver' Toisfos in Nedarim. The discussions went

back and forth for a few minutes until both parties were satisfied.

The Chafetz Chaim then changed tack and a deep discussion on a

complex Agadata ensued. After a few hours the cell was opened.

The brigand went off and carried on doing his thing – and the

Chafetz Chaim went off and carried on being the Chafetz Chaim.

Two people. Similar capabilities (how many of us could hold their

own with the Chafetz Chaim in a Torah discussion?). Two paths.

After the Akeida – Hashem said about Avraham Avinu - “Ata

Yedaati”. Hashem (so to speak) knew something about Avrohom

Avinu he did not know before. He knew that Avraham had it within

him to be the father of Klal Yisrael by the sheer determination

Avrohom Avinu showed to fulfil a commandment which went

against all logic and all preconceptions he may have had about

Hashem as a Merciful God. Avraham Avniu revealed a complete

comprehension of Midas Hadin.

If we try to appreciate all the facets of Hashem including the more

difficult outcomes which arise out the Midas Hadin, this will in turn

enable us to make decisions which accord with what Hashem

expects from us. It may not be easy but Hashem only gives us

challenges He knows we can overcome.

There is nothing miraculous about a rainbow. Its colorful beauty

derives from a simple natural phenomenon called refraction. Little

droplets of water suspended in the air near a waterfall or after a

rainfall capture and bend rays of sunlight in varying degrees. The

result is a colorful prism effect.

In this week’s Torah portion, however, we find the rainbow in a

rather unusual role. The entire civilization of the world becomes

corrupt, and Hashem decides to destroy it with a Great Flood. The

heavens above and the abyss below crack open, and solid torrents

of water spew forth and inundate all the settlements of civilization.

Only Noah, his family and an arkful of animals and birds survive the

deluge. In the aftermath, Hashem vows never again to send a Flood

to wipe out civilization. And he gives a sign. The rainbow!

Why the rainbow? What is so remarkable about the rainbow that it

should become the symbol of the continuity of civilization?

If we look carefully at the chronicles of the generations before the

Flood and after, we notice a very sharp drop in human longevity.

Before the Flood, the average life span seems to have been well into

the hundreds of years, and the quality of life was excellent; good

health and prosperity were the norm. After the Flood, however, life

expectancy declined, and by Abraham’s time, it seems to have

been about one hundred years. Why?

The commentators explain that before the Flood the role of

humanity was to serve as the passive receptacle of divine

beneficence. People were not required to make any effort. All they

had to do was accept what was given to them. The result was a

great flow of spirituality and divine vitality which blessed humanity

with extraordinary longevity, health and prosperity. But at the same

time, it made for a static society. People did not have the need or

the ability to create or improvise or pursue new horizons and

modes of thought. Therefore, when society was corrupted and the

flow of divine grace was interrupted, humanity did not have the

ability to renew itself and thereby avoid destruction.

After the Flood, however, a new dynamic took effect. Henceforth,

humanity had both the need and the ability to take an active role in

channeling divine grace from Above. The need to participate

reduced the flow of divine grace and resulted in a diminished
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quality of life. But at the same time, people could be creative and

adapt, and therefore, there was always the potential for self-

renewal. Even if society should become corrupted, it would

always be able to find its way back to the Almighty.

The rainbow is the symbol of this active participation. The little

droplets of water accept the light rays that stream down from the

sky, and they focus and channel the light in such a way as to reveal

the plethora of brilliant colors intrinsic to every ray of sunlight. The

rainbow is the paradigm for the new role of humanity which would

ensure the continued existence of civilization.

A young man returned to visit the sage with whom he had studied

for many years. He had been one of the sage’s most brilliant

disciples yet he was failure in life. Another young disciple, who had

not been nearly as brilliant, however, had gone on to great triumphs

and successes.

“Why has he done better than I have?” the young man asked. “After

all, I was clearly more talented.”

“Indeed you were,” said the sage. “You absorbed every word I

spoke and understood it thoroughly. But you never developed the

ability to think on your own. Therefore, once you left me you were

lost. The other fellow, however, though not as brilliant as you,

learned to take what I taught and adapt it. That is a formula for

success.”

In our own lives, we can transform our very existence if we would

only view ourselves as the active participants in directing the flow

of divine beneficence into the world. We are all endowed with

special qualities and strengths which can be used for the good, if

only we would acknowledge and develop them. In the end, we

will surely discover that the privilege of acting as a conduit for

divine beneficence is the most enriching grace of all.


